
Canon 1D Mark IV $4999 18 mp aps-h yes/yes multi yes yes - - yes - - High ISO shooting available in low light.

Canon 5D MarkII $2499 21 mp  FF yes/no multi yes yes - - yes - - Firmware for user selectable frame rates  2/2010

Canon 7D $1699 18.0 mp DX yes/yes multi yes yes - - yes - - Full manual control and user selectable frame rates

Canon 60D $1099 18.0 mp DX yes/yes multi yes yes - yes yes yes -

Canon Rebel T2i $799 18.0 mp DX yes/yes multi yes yes - - yes - -

Nikon D3s $5100 12 mp FF no/yes 24 fps - yes - yes yes - -

Nikon D300s $1799 12 mp DX no/yes 24 fps - yes - yes yes - - Dual memory card slots 

Nikon D7000 $1199 16 mp DX yes/yes multi yes yes yes yes yes - - Weather sealed; Continuous AF in movie mode; dual SD 
cards

Nikon D90 $899 12 mp DX no/yes 24 fps - no** - - no - - AF must be done prior to recording video

Nikon D5000 $729 12 mp DX no/yes 24 fps - no** - - no yes - AF must be done prior to recording video

Articulating LCD.  Exposure comp an be applied in all :

Nikon D3100 $699* 14 mp DX yes/yes multi - yes yes - no - - Price includes kit lens; guide mode for dslr newbies;

Olympus E-5 $1699 12 mp 4/3 no/yes 30 fps yes yes - - yes yes Body

Panasonic GH 2 $999* 16 mp µ 4/3 yes/yes multi yes yes yes yes yes - Touch screen  focus pulling

Panasonic GH 1 $1199 12 mp µ 4/3 yes/yes 30 fps yes yes yes - yes yes - Internal microphone records in stereo.  

Pentax K7 $1299 14 mp DX yes 30 fps - no** - - Body AF must be done prior to recording video

Pentax K5 $1599 16 mp DX yes*/yes multi - yes - - yes - Body 1080 at 25 FPS only

Pentax K-x $659 12 mp DX yes 24 fps - no** - - Body You cannot capture still while shooting video. AF must be 
done prior to recording video

Sony slt-a33 $749* 14 mp DX yes/yes multi - yes yes - - yes Body Price includes kit lens

Sony slt-a55 $749 16 mp DX yes/yes multi - yes yes - - yes Body Built in GPS

HDSLR Cameras as of 10-22-10

Model                     MSRP          Sensor 1080/720         Frame rate   Manual Mode      Auto           AF Sound      External Swivel        Stabilization
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Red print denotes 2010 product  release: *Denotes lens and body kit:   Prices do not reflect any rebates or intermediate sales or street prices.  The information contained herein is provided as is, and every effort has been made to make sure it is accurate.  For detailed information on these 
products, visit the respective manufacturer’s Website.   
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